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Funon's Beds For Household Pets With
Removable Cover And Nonslip Bottom Machine
Washable

$29.99
Funon's Beds For Household Pets with Removable Cover and Nonslip Bottom Machine

WashableStylish and Breathable: The linen cover and cushion/bolster with high resilient PP

cotton improve internal airfl..

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: F-645

Availability: In Stock

First Listed: 2020-10-02

Sold By: Funon's
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Funon's Beds For Household Pets with Removable Cover and Nonslip Bottom Machine Washable
 

Stylish and Breathable: The linen cover and cushion/bolster with high resilient PP cotton improve internal airflow which dissipates heat quickly, and makes it a nice cosy place.

The fashionable design also brings a classy touch to surrounding decor.

Sturdy and Soft: Made of durable yet soft and comfortable chew proof linen; nicely stuffed with premium PP cotton for cushioning comfort. Hidden zip avoids chewing and

swallowing.

Nonslip and Waterproof: The bottom is designed with anti-skid beads and high-density fabric. It keeps pet bed safely in place and cut off the moisture from tile or floor,

which not only avoids accidents, but also helps pets rest with better health.

Easy to clean & maintain: The pet bed can be easily disassembled into 2 covers and 2 cushions with the hidden zip. The covers are machine washable. Tumble dry on gentle

setting, low heat or air dry.

100% SATISFACTION: We provide full refunds & returns if there's any problem after receiving the product.

Product description

The dog bed is made of premium linen, the cushion and bolster are stuffed with fine PP cotton. It is sturdy since linen is one of the strongest natural fibre, and it is very soft since PP cotton is

highly resilient. The attractive and modern design not only set it apart from the crowd, but also bring a touch that blends in seamlessly to your home.

These beds are machine washable, making it easier to maintain a comfortable and clean sleeping space at home. The product can be disassembled into 2 covers and 2 cushions. The

covers can be machine washed on gentle setting and tumble dry. The cushions are made of non-woven fabrics which are eco friendly. Normally you needn't wash the cushions, as putting

them under sunshine is good enough to keep it clean. While in case you do need to wash the cushions, pls set the tumble dry on gentle setting since violent tumbling may cause the PP

conton into lumps.

Pls set the bed aside for a while after opening the package, it shall fully recover to the original size. Putting it under sunshine for a few hours would be better.

Any questions, pls leave a message to us, we are all here 24 hours for your service.
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